Double words

Learn
Some small words can be joined together to make double words.

Can you eat it? Write yes or no.

pie ____ dish ____ piedish ____
pea ____ nut ____ peanut ____
jelly ____ baby ____ jellybaby ____
butter ____ fly ____ butterfly ____

Write answer to these word sums.

Gold + fish = goldfish snow + man = ____________
Foot + ball = ____________ tea + pot = ____________
Some + one = ____________ hand + bag = ____________
Some + thing = ____________ lady + bird = ____________
Head + ache = ____________ tooth + brush = ____________
Bed + room = ____________ tooth + paste = ____________

Write sun or moon, then write the double word in full.

Moon + light = moonlight
______ + flower = ____________ ______ + light = ____________
Look at the 14 pictures. Each has a number. Write down below what each one is.

1 ____________ 2 ____________ 3 ____________ 4 ____________
5 ____________ 6 ____________ 7 ____________ 8 ____________
9 ____________ 10 ____________ 11 ____________ 12 ____________
13 ____________ 14 ____________ ____________ ____________

Make a list of other things you see at your school.

1 ____________ 2 ____________ 3 ____________ 4 ____________
Look at the pictures above and write down where do these animals live.

1. A badger ____________
2. A dog ______________
3. A bee _____________
4. A horse _____________
5. A rabbit _____________
6. A pig _____________
7. A fox _____________
8. A bird _____________

Where do people live? ________  Where do monkeys live? ______________
What do they like?

1. Jane likes to ______.
2. Andrew likes to ______.
3. Paul likes to ______.
4. Carol likes to ______.
5. Susan likes to ______.
6. Peter likes to ______.

Write the above six sentences in your best handwriting.
Sentences

Draw a line so that each sentence makes sense.

A lemon is red.
A tomato is white.
Snow is yellow.

Frogs hiss.
Snakes bark.
Dogs croak.

A horse has two legs.
A worm has four legs.
A girl has no legs.

The word zoo ends with letter a.
The word zip ends with letter o.
The word zebra ends with letter p.

Linda licked a mouse.
Mary met a race.
Roger ran a lolly.

A robin is a fish.
An ant is a bird.
A cod is an insect.

The word lollipop begins with letter c.
The word chocolate begins with letter s.
The word sweet begins with letter l.